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A Comparison of Network Clustering Algorithms in Keyword Network Analysis: A 
Case Study with Geography Conference Presentations 
Abstract 
The keyword network analysis has been used for summarizing research trends, and network clustering 
algorithms play important roles in identifying major research themes. In this paper, we performed a 
comparative analysis of network clustering algorithms to find out their performances, effectiveness, and 
impact on cluster themes. The AAG (American Association for Geographers) conference datasets were 
used in this research. We evaluated seven algorithms with modularity, processing time, and cluster 
members. The Louvain algorithm showed the best performance in terms of modularity and processing 
time, followed by the Fast Greedy algorithm. Examining cluster members also showed very coherent 
connections among cluster members. This study may help researchers to choose a suitable network 
clustering algorithm and understand geography research trends and topical fields. 
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Geography is a complex and comprehensive academic field that analyzes geographical 
space where human and natural environmental factors are interconnected (Tuan 1971). 
Geographic research can contribute to help solve social problems or determine urban 
policies by considering the space in which people are active (Cho et al. 2013; Seong et 
al. 2011; Rogalsky 2010; Hanchette 1999). Geographers tackled such problems from 
many different perspectives, and sometimes it is very difficult to figure out evolving 
research trends among, for example, physical geography, cultural geography, economic 
geography, political geography, climatology, biogeography, GIS, and remote sensing 
(Gorraiz et al. 2016). Summarizing papers published in academic journals is useful for 
understanding research trends (Ke et al. 2009), and it also helps researchers choose 
future research topic (Tsai and Lydia Wen 2005). 
Bibliometric methods have been used successfully for summarizing articles and 
analyzing research trends (Nederhof 2006). The traditional bibliometric methods used 
mostly quantitative indicators such as the frequency of papers or citations. The 
traditional approaches have limitations in identifying influential keywords, 
relationships between keywords and clustering research fields. Recently, network 
analysis has been used to overcome the limitations of the traditional bibliometric 
methodologies (Tijssen 1992). Network analysis is a way of quantitatively analyzing the 
structure of a network by building relationships between entities like people and 
objects (Zhang et al. 2015). Keyword network analysis finds important keywords from 
frequency or centrality values. It identifies relationships among keywords from their 
co-occurrence (Su and Lee 2010). Its visual output also intuitively presents important 
keywords and their relationships (Cheng et al. 2018). 
Keyword network analysis involves frequency analysis, co-occurring frequency 
analysis, centrality analysis, network clustering analysis, etc. (Lee et al. 2019; Kang et 
al. 2017). Frequency analysis, co-occurring frequency analysis and centrality analysis 
have been used in various research projects to identify important keywords and 
relationships among them (De Rezende et al. 2018; Zhuang et al. 2013). However, 
network clustering analysis has been overlooked frequently considering its critical roles 
in determining overall network structures and cluster membership (Sathik et al. 2011). 
Network clustering analysis, also known as community detection, is a way of identifying 
clusters of nodes that are densely connected to each other on the network (Bu et al. 
2013). It reveals underlying relationships among nodes that are not easily identifiable 
(Lancichinetti et al. 2008). This approach has received significant attention in recent 
years as an important topic in network science (Emmons et al. 2016; Yang et al. 2016; 
Sathik et al. 2011; Lancichinetti and Fortunato 2009). Many network clustering 
algorithms have been developed, but their performances and effectiveness were not 
tested in summarizing geographic research trends. 
The goal of this paper is to compare multiple network clustering algorithms with 
keyword datasets. Specific objectives are (1) identifying the best algorithm in terms of 
modularity and processing time, and (2) identifying cluster effectiveness by examining 
cluster members. This paper has five sections including Introduction. Section 2 reviews 
network clustering algorithms. Section 3 introduces research data and methodologies. 
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Section 4 evaluates each algorithm’s performance using modularity, processing time, 
and cluster effectiveness. Section 5 is a summary. 
 
 
2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Network Clustering Algorithms 
 
Network clustering analysis has been widely used to identify the structure of a network 
in various research fields. For this reason, more than eleven network clustering 
algorithms have been developed (Waltman and Van Eck 2013; Blondel et al. 2008; Van 
Dongen 2008; Raghavan et al. 2007; Rosvall and Bergstrom 2007; Newman 2006; 
Reichardt and Bornholdt 2006; Duch and Arenas 2005; Pons and Latapy 2005; Clauset 
et al. 2004; Girvan and Newman 2002). In this study, we compared seven algorithms: 
Edge Betweenness, Fast Greedy, Walktrap, Leading Eigenvector, Infomap, Label 
Propagation and Louvain, because they have been widely used in network clustering 
analysis (Zhao et al. 2018; Wang and Koopman 2017; Emmons et al. 2016; Yang et al. 
2016; Liu et al. 2012; Orman et al. 2011; Sathik et al. 2011; Lancichinetti and Fortunato 
2009). 
The first algorithm is the Edge Betweenness (EB) algorithm (Girvan and Newman 
2002). It is based on a hierarchical divisive algorithm that is a top-down clustering 
process. The basic idea is to iteratively remove the edges that have high edge 
betweenness centrality values. The edge betweenness centrality is defined as the 
number of shortest paths between pairs of nodes that go through the edge in the 
network. The procedure of edge removal is looped until the modularity of the result 
reaches a maximum. The modularity (Newman and Girvan 2004) is a well-known 
function that evaluates the quality of a division of clusters. The Edge Betweenness 
algorithm is suitable for small networks because of its slow performance. 
The Fast Greedy (FG) algorithm (Clauset et al. 2004) is a fast implementation of 
an algorithm developed by Newman (2004). It is based on a hierarchical agglomerative 
algorithm that is a bottom-up clustering process. This algorithm starts with each node 
that forms a singleton cluster. Then the expected improvement of modularity for each 
pair of clusters is calculated. After that, clusters are merged into new clusters by 
choosing the pairs that give the maximum improvement of modularity. The above 
procedure stops when there are no cluster pairs whose merger results in an increase 
in modularity. 
The Walktrap algorithm (Pons and Latapy 2005) is based on a hierarchical 
agglomerative clustering process. The general idea of this algorithm is that short 
distance random walks are more likely to stay within the same cluster. The distance is 
computed from the probabilities given by random walks in the graph. If the two nodes 
are in same cluster, the distance must be small. The basic procedure is as follows: each 
node is regarded as a cluster, and the distances between all adjacent nodes are 
calculated. Then, this algorithm selects two adjacent clusters based on the distance, 
and merges these two clusters into a new cluster. After that, the distances between 
clusters are recalculated. The Walktrap algorithm has several advantages like it can be 
computed efficiently and it captures many characteristics on the structure of clusters. 
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The Leading Eigenvector (LE) algorithm (Newman 2006) is based on the process 
that maximizes network modularity by calculating the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of 
a modularity matrix. A modularity matrix is a remarkable attribute of a network and is 
independent of any partitioning of a network to clusters. This algorithm starts with 
calculating the leading eigenvector of a modularity matrix. Then, it divides a graph into 
two sub-graphs in a way that the improvement of modularity is maximized by using the 
leading eigenvector. This procedure is performed repeatedly until the value of 
modularity contribution becomes negative. 
The Infomap algorithm (Rosvall and Bergstrom 2007) is based on the principles 
of information theory. It optimizes a quality function, namely the minimum description 
length (Rissanen 1978, Grünwald et al. 2005). The basic idea of the minimum 
description length is that the best explanation about the data is the one that permits 
the greatest compression of the data. The Infomap algorithm identifies clusters by 
optimally compressing description of information flows on a network. This algorithm 
can find an acceptable approximation to the optimal solution in large-scale networks. 
However, it has a limitation in that an increase in network size results in a rapid increase 
of running time. 
The Label Propagation (LP) algorithm (Raghavan et al. 2007) is based on an 
iterative process to find stable clusters in a network. The basic idea of this algorithm is 
that each node in a network belongs to the cluster most common amongst its neighbor. 
It begins by assigning each node in the network to a distinct label (cluster). Then, 
through a random sequence, each node selects the label of the majority of its neighbors. 
This process is iteratively simulated, and stops once the nodes with the same label are 
grouped together into one cluster. An advantage of this algorithm is time efficiency. 
This algorithm’s processing time is nearly linear in the number of nodes. 
The Louvain algorithm (Blondel et al. 2008) is a hierarchical agglomerative 
method. It is based on a greedy approach to modularity optimization. It starts with 
assigning each node in a network to a unique cluster. Then, each node is placed into 
another cluster in order to improve network modularity. The procedure is repeated for 
all nodes until modularity does not increase any further. After that, each cluster is 
regarded as a single node, and the same procedure is repeated until no further 
improvement of modularity is achieved. This algorithm provides a fair compromise 
between computational complexity and the accuracy of the estimate of the modularity 
maximum. 
 
2.2 Comparative Studies on Network Clustering Algorithms 
 
Lancichinetti and Fortunato (2009) conducted a comparative analysis of the 
performances of several network clustering algorithms using benchmarks and random 
graphs. They concluded that the Infomap algorithm performed better than other 
algorithms. Also, the Louvain algorithm and the Multiresolution community detection 
algorithm proposed by Ronhovde and Nussinov (2009) had excellent performance 
showing low computational complexity in large networks. Sathik et al. (2011) compared 
the algorithm that they introduced with the Extremal Optimization algorithm (Duch 
and Arenas 2005) and the algorithm proposed by Newman (2004). They used various 
datasets including small networks and large networks, and they concluded that their 
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algorithm provided enhancement in discovering clusters. Orman et al. (2011) assessed 
the performance of the five network clustering algorithms: Fast Greedy, Infomap, 
Louvain, Markov Cluster (Van Dongen 2008) and Walktrap. When measured with the 
normalized mutual information (NMI), the Infomap algorithm ranked first. Liu et al. 
(2012) compared a new hybrid clustering method with the Leading eigenvector and 
Louvain algorithms. They performed quantitative comparisons and also investigated 
whether the outcome provides an optimal representation. 
Emmons et al. (2016) evaluated four widely used network clustering algorithms: 
Louvain, Infomap, Label Propagation, and Smart Local Moving (Waltman and Van Eck 
2013). Overall, the Smart Local Moving algorithm was the best, followed by Louvain 
and Infomap. The Label Propagation showed the widest variability in the evaluation of 
algorithms. Yang et al. (2016) performed a comparative study on the accuracy and 
computing time of eight network clustering algorithms: Edge Betweenness, Fast 
Greedy, Infomap, Label Propagation, Leading Eigenvector, Louvain, Spinglass 
(Reichardt and Bornholdt 2006), and Walktrap. The Louvain algorithm outperformed 
over the other algorithms. They summarized algorithm recommendations based on the 
parameter and network size. Wang and Koopman (2017) compared the Louvain 
algorithm with the K-Means algorithm which is one of the simplest unsupervised 
learning algorithms. These two algorithms had similar performances but the K-Means 
algorithm was highly scalable for a bigger dataset. Zhao et al. (2018) compared six 
network clustering algorithms using the modularity that evaluates the quality of the 
network clustering and time complexity. The algorithms included Edge Betweenness, 
Fast Greedy, Louvain, Label Propagation, Infomap and Leading Eigenvector. The 
Louvain algorithm achieved the best performance on four different datasets. 
Considering previous comparative studies on network clustering algorithms, the 
Infomap algorithm and the Louvain algorithm were superior to other algorithms. 
However, it is unclear whether these algorithms are suitable for keyword network 
analysis in geography, because most of the existing studies used benchmark networks, 
random networks, and social networks. The applicability and performances of those 
algorithms is worth being examined with a large keyword-based network dataset from 
the field of geography. 
 
 
3 DATA AND METHODS 
 
In this study, we used four network datasets to evaluate the impact of different 
network sizes. The network datasets were extracted from the abstracts of AAG 
(American Association of Geographers) annual conferences. AAG is one of the largest 
geography conferences in the United States, and thousands of abstracts are been 
submitted to the conference every year. Via web crawling and with help from the AAG 
Headquarter office, we were able to obtain conference abstracts. Each record contains 
title, authors, author affiliations, abstract, keywords, and topics. Among them, we used 
only the keywords of each abstract. The first dataset was retrieved from the 2019 
conference papers that contain “GIS” as a keyword. It consists of 1,091 nodes and 2,790 
edges. The second dataset was retrieved from the 1999 AAG conference, and consists 
of 3,219 nodes and 7,180 edges. The third dataset was retrieved from the 2009 AAG 
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conference, and consists of 8,560 nodes and 35,364 edges. The fourth dataset was 
retrieved from the 2015-2019 AAG conferences, and consists of 40,392 nodes and 
251,410 edges. Four sample datasets were chosen to account for changes in geographic 
research topics and potential effects of sample size. 
To evaluate the performances of the network clustering algorithms, we used the 
modularity proposed by Newman and Girvan (2004), because it is broadly used for 
quantifying the goodness of network clusters (Emmons et al. 2016; Zhao et al. 2018). 
The modularity measures the density of edges inside clusters as compared to edges 
between clusters. It is a scalar value between -1 and 1, where a positive value closer to 
one indicates that clusters in the network are strongly connected internally and weakly 
connected externally, a negative value indicates the opposite case, and the value of 









]𝑖,𝑗 𝛿(𝑐𝑖 , 𝑐𝑗)                  (1) 
 
where 𝐴𝑖𝑗  represents the number of connections between node 𝑖  and 𝑗 , 𝑐𝑖 
indicates the cluster to which node 𝑖  is assigned, 𝛿(𝑥, 𝑦)  is 1 if 𝑥 = 𝑦  and 0 
otherwise, 𝑘𝑖 = ∑ 𝐴𝑖𝑗𝑗  and 𝑚 =
1
2
∑ 𝐴𝑖𝑗𝑖,𝑗 . In addition to the modularity, we 
calculated the processing time of each algorithm to consider time efficiency. We 
conducted network clustering analysis in the igraph package (Csardi and Nepusz 2006) 
in R. The igraph package supports multiple data types and provides various functions 
for graph construction, graph visualization, network clustering and centrality 
calculations. It supports multiple export file formats to be used in other programs like 
Cytoscape. The analyses were performed on a computer equipped with 6 Core Intel 





4.1 Comparative Analysis of Network Clustering Algorithms with Modularity and 
Processing Time 
 
Table 1 shows the modularity values of different datasets and algorithms. First of all, 
modularity values decrease as the network size increases. No matter what algorithm is 
used, modularity is dependent on network size. The Louvain algorithm outperforms all 
the other algorithms in all datasets. Even though we used geography keywords, an 
excellent performance of the Louvain algorithm was observed, which aligns with 
previous studies. The Edge Betweenness algorithm ranks second in some datasets. 
However, it could not complete the network clustering analysis in a large size network 
(e.g. 2015-2019 AAG paper keywords). It works well with small networks. The Fast 
Greedy algorithm that uses a greedy approach like the Louvain algorithm shows 
excellent performance in large size networks. The modularity of the Label Propagation 
algorithm is not relatively stable compared with other algorithms due to its 
stochasticity. In particular, it shows a very low modularity in the 2015-2019 AAG 
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dataset. Occupying the middle ranks, the Infomap, Leading Eigenvector, and Walktrap 
algorithms do not achieve good performances in either of the datasets. 
 
Table 1. The comparison of modularity from different algorithms on four datsets 
Dataset EB FG Infomap LP LE Louvain Walktrap 
2019 AAG 
related to GIS 
0.8475 0.8066 0.8052 0.7626 0.8091 0.8499 0.8183 
1999 AAG 0.6702 0.6666 0.6194 0.6279 0.5842 0.6859 0.5940 
2009 AAG 0.5140 0.5122 0.4692 0.4389 0.4381 0.5447 0.4430 
2015-2019 
AAG 
- 0.4127 0.3377 0.0581 0.3045 0.4239 0.3320 
 
Table 2 shows the results of processing time. Overall, the Label Propagation and 
Louvain algorithms are faster than other algorithms. These two algorithms consistently 
rank first or second in both small sized-networks and large sized-networks because they 
hold a computational advantage. While the Fast Greedy and Walktrap algorithms are 
very fast with small networks, they show an increase in time in larger networks. The 
Edge Betweenness algorithm showed the longest processing times with all networks. 
The Infomap algorithm did not perform well. The Leading Eigenvector algorithm does 
not show remarkable results, but its time efficiency is good for large size networks. 
 
Table 2. The comparison of processing time (in seconds) from different algorithms on the four 
datasets 
Dataset EB FG Infomap LP LE Louvain Walktrap 
2019 AAG  
related to GIS 
39 0.005 0.313 0.004 0.215 0.006 0.043 
1999 AAG 2437 0.042 2.421 0.049 0.938 0.021 0.283 
2009 AAG 181326 0.742 12.751 0.078 2.713 0.097 3.186 
2015-2019 AAG ∞ 29.609 137.501 0.424 8.523 0.565 119.938 
 
Considering both modularity and processing time on four datasets, we conclude 
that the Louvain algorithm shows the best performance in keyword network analysis 
of geography. While the Label Propagation is superior to other algorithms in some 
datasets in terms of the processing time, the modularity of this algorithm is low 
compared with the Louvain algorithm. The Fast Greedy algorithm also shows relatively 
high modularity value and fast processing time. 
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4.2 Comparative Analysis with Visualization 
 
The quantitative results described above need to be validated further by examining 
cluster members. With the Cytoscape program (Shannon et al. 2003), we visualized the 
results of network clustering analysis to assess how well the results reflect clusters of 
actual research trends. The Cytoscape program is an open source software platform for 
visualizing complex and interaction networks. It allows users to customize their own 
network graphs dynamically using graphical user interfaces. The 2015-2019 AAG 
dataset was used, and only the top 100 most frequent keywords were visualized due 
to space restriction. 
Table 3 shows the number of clusters from different algorithms, except Edge 
Betweenness, using all keywords and using the top 100 keywords. In the case of all 
keywords, the Leading Eigenvector algorithm has the least number of clusters, and the 
Infomap and Walktrap algorithms kept the most. In the top 100 keywords, the Label 
Propagation algorithm has only one cluster, and the Infomap algorithm is the most. 
Having one cluster means that all the top 100 keywords are in the same cluster, which 
is not appropriate. 
 
Table 3. The number of clusters from different algorithms in dataset 2015-2019 AAG 
Dataset FG Infomap LP LE Louvain Walktrap 
All keywords 1574 4117 1511 689 1011 4531 
Top 100 keywords 4 16 1 6 7 3 
 
Figure 1 shows the network graph of the Fast Greedy algorithm. It has three 
major groups and one minor group. The major groups (A, B, C) represent climate 
change/environment, urban/people, and methodologies/transportation. Although 
China, Urbanization, and Innovation appear in the small group (D), the Fast Greedy 
algorithm classifies the top 100 keywords into three large groups, similar to the 
traditional classification of geography as human geography, physical geography, and 
GIS.  
Figure 2 shows the network graph of the Infomap algorithm. It consists of one 
large group, three mid-sized groups, and twelve small groups. The Infomap algorithm 
created the highest number of groups. The largest group (A) comprises human 
geography, and the three mid-sized groups (B, C, D) cover GIS, remote sensing, and 
climate change, respectively. It is interesting that ‘GIS’ and ‘Remote Sensing’, which 
have strongly connected edges, are separated into different clusters. 
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Figure 2. Network clustering with Infomap algorithm 
 
Figure 3 shows the network graph produced by the Leading Eigenvector 
algorithm. It has four major groups (A, B, C, D) and two small groups (E, F), and each 
major group includes the third world and natural environment, people, developed 
countries, and methodologies, thus tying together physical geography and climate. It is 
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Figure 3. Network clustering with Leading eigenvector algorithm 
 
Figure 4 shows the network graph of the Louvain algorithm. It consists of four 
major groups (A, B, C, D) and three small groups (E, F, G), and each major group covers 
environment, climate change, urban/people, and methodologies/transportation. The 
results of this algorithm are similar to the Fast Greedy algorithm except that 
environment and climate change are separated into different groups. 
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Figure 5 shows the network graph of the Walktrap algorithm. It has one large 
group (A) and two smaller-sized groups (B, C) relative to the large group, but does not 
have any minor groups. The largest group embraces human geography like the Infomap 
algorithm, and each of the smaller groups comprise climate change and 
GIS/transportation, respectively. The keywords that are related to remote sensing are 
separated from GIS, and appear with climate change. 
 
 
Figure 5. Network clustering with Walktrap algorithm 
 
The Label Propagation algorithm was not visualized because it yielded only one 
cluster in the top 100 keywords. Considering the results of all keywords, 86% of all 
keywords were assigned to only one cluster with the rest of them divided into 1,510 
clusters. It is expected to be due to the large network size which results in a relatively 
long process for the algorithm. As the procedure repeated a lot, the keywords related 
to the main keywords continued to assign to one cluster by the property of the 
algorithm that each node selects the cluster of the majority of its neighbors, and the 
unrelated keywords continued to be isolated. 
Even if it is difficult to determine which algorithm is superior to other algorithms 
by examining clusters and their members, we see that the Fast Greedy and Louvain 
algorithms have portrayed geography research fields suitably when the AAG Specialty 
Groups and the AAG Conference topical fields are considered. While the Fast Greedy 
algorithm generated more comprehensive clusters in general, the Louvain algorithm 





Geography is a comprehensive field covering various research branches such as biology, 
politics, and economy. The variety makes it difficult for professionals to identify overall 
research trends. Recently, keyword network analysis has been used for summarizing 
research trends, and many network clustering algorithms were used to determine 
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overall network cluster structures and cluster memberships. In this study, our goal was 
to conduct a comparative analysis of network clustering algorithms to identify an 
optimal algorithm to work with keywords of conference presentations. We prepared 
and used four datasets built from AAG conference abstracts, and evaluated the 
applicability and performance of seven algorithms in terms of modularity and runtime. 
The results of this study show that the Louvain algorithm outperforms other algorithms 
in terms of modularity and processing time. The Fast Greedy algorithm also showed 
high modularity and fast processing time in all four datasets. The Label Propagation 
algorithm performed better than other algorithms except for the Louvain algorithm in 
the processing time but it showed low modularity values. When network graphs were 
visualized and analyzed, we found that the Fast Greedy and Louvain algorithms were 
superior in portraying geography research trends. Additional network characteristics 
such as the small world effect, scale free networks and inherent scaling hierarchy are 
valuable in analyzing complex networks, but this study is focusing on discovering the 
optimal network clustering algorithm in summarizing the geography research trends. 
In addition, user’s discretion is needed when the Louvain algorithm is applied to other 
domain datasets. This study demonstrated that a network clustering analysis may be 
used to summarize research trends in geography. This research can also help 
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